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I am delighted to present this latest edition of the European Network Against Racism’s Shadow Report on Racism in Europe. It is based on 23 national Shadow Reports and provides a crucial and unique civil society perspective on the situation of racism and related discrimination in Europe, from March 2012 to March 2013.

This year, ENAR chose to focus on racism and discrimination in the field of employment. Despite the lack of comparable and reliable equality data, disaggregated by ethnic origin, religion and other characteristics, this report sheds light on the current labour market situation in Europe and manifestations of discrimination in employment, as well as the way in which discrimination is tackled via policies and public and private initiatives.

Evidence from the national Shadow Reports shows that despite the existence of a legal framework, discrimination in employment is still experienced across Europe as a widespread and pervasive phenomenon. Migrants and ethnic and religious minorities continue to face unequal treatment in the labour market. In addition, the economic and financial crisis has further exacerbated the employment gap between minorities and migrants on the one hand, and the majority population on the other.

Worryingly, the report finds that despite the existence of legislation and/or policy measures covering discrimination in employment in all Member States, they are not always as efficient as they should be. There is no comprehensive policy framework specifically addressing discrimination in employment and the procedures in place to seek redress against discrimination remain complex. The lack of political will to tackle discrimination, coupled with negative political and public discourses on ethnic minorities and migrants in a number of Member States, has not made the situation any better.

The picture is not all bleak: this report highlights numerous efforts being made by institutions and organisations to promote equality, anti-racism and anti-discrimination in the field of employment (and beyond). However, all these initiatives taken together form a scattered landscape in which efforts are not centrally organised or monitored.

ENAR works precisely to fill this void by consolidating the different actions undertaken by ENAR members across every EU Member State. As the only pan-European network of NGOs working to counter discrimination and racism in Europe, a huge potential is there to steer progressive change towards full equality, solidarity and well-being for all. But as many national Shadow Reports mention, it is not uncommon for ambitious programmes to fail because of changes in politics or funding cuts. All this contributes to slowing the mobilisation of key actors in combating discrimination and racism in employment (and beyond) effectively and sustainably throughout the European Union.

In addition, while an active civil society is welcome and necessary, it is not their responsibility alone to uphold equality. States urgently need to show real political commitment and invest in action to curb racism and discrimination in employment.

Ahead of the 2014 European elections, the stakes are high: estimates show that ethnic and religious minorities represent around 12% of the total European population. As for migrants, they constitute 5% of the total working age population of the European Union. How will European Parliament candidates address the question of access to employment for minorities and migrants? How could concerted efforts to combat discrimination in employment support Member States in reaching the Europe 2020 targets? We hope to start bringing some answers to these questions in this report and will continue to offer suggestions on ways to tackle this challenging situation.

Finally, we are very grateful to all the dedicated people who have contributed to ENAR’s Shadow Reports, and for the valuable support of the European Commission and the Open Society Foundations in making the publication of this unique monitoring tool possible.

Sarah Isal
ENAR Chair
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ENAR’s Shadow Report on racism and racial discrimination in employment in Europe is based on 23 national Shadow Reports from EU Member States\(^1\) and Turkey. It covers the period between March 2012 and March 2013.

High unemployment among migrants and ethnic and religious minorities continues to be problematic, especially for Roma and for low-skilled and non-EU migrants. The economic and financial crisis has further exacerbated the employment gap between minorities and migrants on the one hand, and the majority population on the other. At the same time, political and public discourses on migrants and minorities are increasingly portraying them as economic, security and cultural threats.

Despite the existence of a legal framework, discrimination in employment is still experienced as a widespread phenomenon. Given that current EU labour market indicators only reveal rough differences between target groups and the national average, monitoring discrimination in the labour market cannot be carried out by only looking at labour market indicators, especially since vital comparable data remains amiss. By looking at concrete examples and manifestations of racism and discrimination, this report sheds light on perceptions of discrimination in employment, the groups most vulnerable to such discrimination, discrimination in access to employment and discrimination in the workplace.

Five groups are identified as being most vulnerable to discrimination in employment: migrants from non-EU Member States, including undocumented migrants, refugees and asylum seekers; Roma; Muslims; people of African descent and Black Europeans; and all women with a minority or migrant background.

At the stage of recruitment, discrimination manifests itself, for example, when there are no public job postings, the selection is on the basis of names and addresses, or there is a requirement to add a picture to the letter of application. Access to employment is further often (indirectly) hampered by discriminatory regulations of recruitment agencies, by a number of institutional policies, the problematic procedure of recognition of foreign qualifications and the lack of personal networks.

With regard to discrimination in the workplace, migrants and ethnic and religious minorities are often paid less than their mainstream national colleagues, encounter a glass-ceiling effect, are prone to precarious and difficult working conditions, are often victims of harassment and abusive dismissal, and are discriminated against based on wearing religious symbols.

The European Union’s engagement to combat discrimination in employment is founded on a solid legal framework. When looking at this legal framework on a national level, the analysis reveals that EU anti-discrimination legislation has been transposed into national law but that there remain a number of gaps in implementation and protection mechanisms. In addition, none of the reviewed countries have adopted a comprehensive national strategy on discrimination in employment although some national policies might indirectly tackle discrimination in employment or focus on specific groups.

Due to significant obstacles to seek judicial remedies, victims of discrimination in employment do not usually bring their case to court. Key obstacles include the difficulty to prove discrimination, a lack of trust in the judicial system, lack of awareness of legal provisions, the length and cost of proceedings, and the fear of re-victimisation.

Equality bodies and Ombudsman institutions can provide legal assistance to potential victims of discrimination in the field of employment. However, there are concerns regarding their independence and limited financial resources. In a number of Member States, labour inspectorates are active in combating discrimination, although they do not always have expertise on and/or awareness of racial discrimination.

Civil society (trade unions and NGOs) plays a key role in combating discrimination in employment. The level of activity of trade unions varies between countries. Some national reports mention examples of good practices while in others, the level of involvement of trade unions is very low. In all EU countries there is at least one NGO focusing on race and discrimination in employment. Their activities often include campaigning, raising awareness, and providing information, training, or counselling.

Employers and employer organisations are generally less active in fighting discrimination in employment although there are examples of good practices to be mentioned.

The report concludes that all these initiatives taken together form a scattered landscape in which efforts are not centrally organised or monitored, and that the lack of a comprehensive framework hinders efforts to fight discrimination in employment effectively.

---

\(^1\) Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom.
Realising equality and maximising the positive potential of diversity continue to be among the key challenges facing labour markets in the EU Member States. The inclusion of migrants and ethnic and religious minorities in their respective majority communities is determined to a large extent by their opportunities to actively participate in gainful and quality employment.

Recommendations for future work in addressing racism and related discrimination in employment include:

To European Union institutions

1. Adopt a common EU framework for the collection and analysis of reliable and comparable disaggregated equality data for the purpose of combating discrimination, including in employment.

2. Conduct in-depth qualitative and quantitative research and analysis on the effects and impact of austerity measures on marginalised groups in society, including migrants and ethnic and religious minorities (with a focus on the situation of women). A coherent and transparent consultation with relevant organisations and stakeholders should be foreseen to ensure the full participation of the first concerned.

3. Ensure that labour market regulations respect the ‘equal status for equal work’ principle and that all workers (EU Member State nationals, EU migrants and non-EU migrants) enjoy equal treatment regarding work conditions, social rights and access to legal redress.

4. Set up common EU standards on equality bodies ensuring a broad mandate to cover employment, the possibility to initiate court proceedings either in the victim’s and/or their own name and adequate financial and human resources, in order to fulfil their task in an independent and effective manner.

5. Develop guidelines for employers to accommodate religious and cultural diversity in the workplace.

6. Introduce controlling mechanisms at national level to strengthen standard setting initiatives such as diversity charters and encourage the development of diversity labels as effective monitoring tools. Promote existing pan-European diversity labels taking into account ethnic and cultural origin.

7. Establish common EU standards on labour inspection, geared towards detecting discrimination on the grounds of ethnic origin and religion/belief.

To national governments

1. Collect equality data and monitor labour market indicators to measure equality, which include the employment position of migrants and minority groups, in respect of privacy and fundamental rights standards.

2. Adopt legislation relative to reasonable accommodation of cultural and religious diversity, and approaches to tackle religious discrimination in employment in order to ensure the protection of all workers’ rights.

3. Ensure that any restriction on the wearing of religious and cultural symbols and dress at work is limited to very well-defined and narrow circumstances and pursues a legitimate goal, in accordance with international human rights standards.

4. Strengthen rules and practices on labour inspections to combat exploitation of migrants and minorities including outside the regular labour market, in accordance with ILO standards. Reinforce complaint mechanisms to ensure that all migrant groups – regular and irregular – have access to legal redress.

5. Ensure training on non-discrimination legislation in employment and case-law for judges, prosecutors and lawyers. Trainings on cultural understanding and unconscious bias by organisations representing most discriminated groups should also take place.
6. Ease and ensure the process of recognition of foreign qualifications, making it free of charge, and improve conditions for assessing and accrediting informal qualifications or practical work experience.

7. Ensure stable and adequate resource allocation to National Human Rights Institutions and equality bodies so that they can pursue the missions they are entrusted with in European legislation. Ensure, especially during the economic crisis, that no recruitment moratorium in the public sector applies to them.

8. Ensure judicial and non-judicial complaint mechanisms for employment discrimination cases are transparent and clear information is available to victims when reporting discrimination.

9. Ensure public sector employers have a positive equality duty, which implies the duty to recruit professionals from migrants and minority groups and the duty to mainstream diversity in public procurement policies (ensure that external contractors implement diversity management policies with a focus on ethnic and religious minorities and migrants).

10. Develop national/regional standard setting initiatives such as diversity charters and ensure control mechanisms for the implementation of such initiatives. Incomplete implementation should not give way to claiming official participation in such standard setting initiatives at national level.

To equality bodies

1. Proactively collect and publish data on court cases and complaints concerning discrimination in employment and disaggregate data by ground of discrimination and field of complaint.

2. Pro-actively conduct research on ethnic and religious minorities’ discrimination experiences in employment by using surveys to overcome underreporting of discrimination cases.

3. Launch public campaigns to better inform both employers and groups of victims of discrimination about anti-discrimination legislation, complaint procedures and relevant developments in non-discrimination case-law.

To civil society organisations

1. Conduct systematic monitoring and report discriminatory practices in employment and effective practice addressing underlying inequalities and discrimination.

2. Continue to promote greater awareness among migrants and ethnic minority groups as to what constitutes discrimination in employment and how to report it.

3. Work with both public and private sector organisations to share good practices in combating racism and related discrimination in employment and build coalitions.

4. Increase coordination between anti-racist organisations at regional/national level to cater for further specialisation in monitoring, advocacy and litigation in the field of employment.

To employers

1. Mainstream the fight against racism and related discrimination in the workplace in corporate social responsibility and diversity strategies.

2. Monitor and review recruitment, progression and retention of workforce by equality strand in order to identify direct or indirect discriminatory practices and adopt corrective measures which will reduce inequalities in each of these areas.

3. Develop clear internal regulations against racism, related discrimination and harassment in the workplace. These regulations should include clear information for employees who are victims or witnesses of discrimination, internal remedy procedures and the establishment of a complaint desk/trusted representative to assist victims in reporting discrimination cases either to court or to equality bodies.

4. Sign and implement diversity charters, which exist in several EU Member States and which enable companies to share good practices in the recruitment of migrants and ethnic minorities. Implement diversity labels where they exist (such as the AFNOR certification in France or the European Holistic Management Certificate™).
To trade unions

1. Develop internal strategies to support delegates in addressing racism and related discrimination within trade union structures and affiliates, and in supporting victims of racism and related discrimination in the workplace.

2. Develop and promote good practices in monitoring and addressing racism and related discrimination in employment, including on the grounds of culture/religion.

3. Accurately inform delegates and employees on their rights and duties in case of discrimination and racism in employment.

4. Place racism and related discrimination in employment on the agenda in social dialogues with both the government and employers’ organisations.

5. Closely cooperate with other trade unions, employers and NGOs, including at EU level, to develop innovative ideas to address discrimination in the workplace.

To local governments

1. Monitor information on the local employment situation in order to identify local labour market profiles of ethnic and migrant groups.

2. Work with front line organisations to deliver programmes which will improve the employability of local migrants and minorities. Share and replicate good practices that occur in other municipalities.

3. Use the leverage of a positive equality duty in all call for tenders and public procurement policies, requiring external contractors to prove that they actually implement diversity management policies that include a focus on ethnic and religious minorities and migrants.
1. **INTRODUCTION**

This 2012/13 European Shadow Report is mainly based on data and information from ENAR’s 2012/13 national Shadow Reports, which have been written by independent national experts in 22 Member States and the candidate country Turkey. The national Shadow Reports cover the period from March 2012 to March 2013. They include information about the national labour market outlook, the national legal framework addressing discrimination in employment, manifestations of discrimination in employment, and the way in which discrimination is tackled via policies and public and private projects.

Despite the lack of comparable and reliable equality data, disaggregated by ethnicity, religion and other characteristics for each EU Member State and Turkey, this Shadow Report sheds light on the current labour market situation in Europe. It draws on national-level experiences and data described in the national Shadow Reports as well as EU institutions’ reports and statistical data. As such, it contributes to knowledge regarding developments and manifestations of discrimination in the labour market in Europe and provides a number of concrete examples as well as remedies occurring in different EU Member States.

This is a condensed version of the full European Shadow Report. For the full picture on racism and discrimination in employment, including more examples and data, as well as the national Shadow Reports, visit: [http://www.enar-eu.org/Page_Generale.asp?DocID=15294&langue=EN](http://www.enar-eu.org/Page_Generale.asp?DocID=15294&langue=EN).

Definitions of the terms which appear throughout the European and national Shadow Reports, such as ‘migrant’, ‘minorities’, ‘discrimination’, ‘harassment’, and ‘racism’, are available in the full version online.

1.1 **General EU context**

There is a particularly high proportion of non-nationals (10% or more of the resident population) in Cyprus, Latvia, Estonia, Spain, Austria and Belgium. In the UK, where ethnic statistics are collected, the last census in 2011 revealed that 14% of the British population is non-White. In an increasing number of cities, the changes are even more striking. For instance, 49.5% of the population of Vienna, in Austria, is foreign born or has at least one foreign born parent.

The ethnic and national composition of work forces and populations is changing visibly. On 1 January 2012 the foreign population of the EU-27 was 20.7 million, representing 4.1% of the EU-27 population, while the foreign-born population was 33 million.

The International Labour Organisation calculated that 105 million of the 214 million people worldwide living outside their countries of birth or citizenship in 2010 are economically active, i.e. they are employed, self-employed or otherwise engaged in remunerative activity. Given an estimate of one accompanying dependent for each active adult, well over 90% of migration today is bound up in labour and employment outcomes. These figures do not register the millions more people around the world in short-term, temporary situations where they are not counted as residents.

**Europe’s demographic challenges**

Demographic changes in Europe are clearly being felt or anticipated. The total fertility rate (the number of live births per woman) in the EU-27 has declined to a level well below the replacement level in recent decades. These Member States will consequently be facing increasing departures from the work force over the next 15 years. Patrick Taran, of the Global Migration Policy Associates, estimates that within 15 years, the majority of the world’s countries and populations will be in serious work force decline. For instance, Germany is expected to lose five million members of its work force in the next ten years. According to a recent study, Switzerland will need 400,000 additional workers by 2030.

---

2 Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom.


5 Taran Patrick. Speech given at ENAR’s 5th Equal@work meeting on the Glass Ceiling Effect of Minorities in Europe. 6 December 2013. Brussels.

6 Ibid.


8 Taran. 2013.
Concerns about work force entrants compensating these depleting figures have gradually raised more attention in the direction of migrants’ and minorities’ contributions to European society.

The competencies and skills required of work forces worldwide are also more complex, diverse and specialised. A forecasting study by the McKinsey Global Institute estimated that the global shortage of high skilled and trained technical skills is projected to reach 85 million by 2020. At a time when employers around the world today complain that they cannot fill one in three jobs on offer with the needed level of skills, this seven-year warning is fast approaching. Michael Hüther, head of the Cologne Institute for Economic Research, a think tank that is aligned with employers’ associations, assesses that today’s immigrants are on average better qualified than German workers.10

Migration has become essential to ensure Europe’s continuous development and economic growth. During 2011, there were about 1.7 million migrants moving to the

---

EU from a non-EU country. In addition, 1.3 million people migrated from one Member State to another Member State.11

**Europe’s economic challenges**
The current economic and financial crisis has led to a rise in unemployment (with youth particularly affected) as well as increased job competition. Austerity measures and related financial ‘reforms’ imposed by international lenders have contributed to heightening wealth disparities across Europe and have had a negative impact on the social and economic rights of the most vulnerable.

Europe’s challenges with populism
As most Member States’ economies have been hit by the economic and financial downturn, and in light of lacking innovative solutions to move Europe out of the crisis, many politicians have resorted to stirring up sentiment against immigrants and ethnic minorities as well as against the European Union. The public perception of ethnic and religious minorities in most countries remains largely negative: they are often accused of taking job opportunities from the native labour force, of abusing the welfare system and of increased crime rates. They are used as scapegoats for everything that goes wrong in society and their return has been called for as a solution to high unemployment rates.14 Besides this security-based discourse, a utilitarian approach (or superiority-based approach) is also very much present, which considers migrants as labour force entities, filling jobs that the bulk of EU citizens do not want to carry out.

According to a report by the Council of Europe’s High Commissioner for Human Rights as well as the national Shadow Reports, human rights have been significantly eroded due to austerity policies in the different EU Member States.13

Immigrants are also commonly described as ‘welfare shopping’ in many EU Member States. Andreas Scheuer, Germany’s General Secretary of the Christian Social Union party, for instance, accused the European Commission of giving “free admission to the German social safety net”, predicting a serious influx of immigrants from Bulgaria and Romania.17 In the UK as well, there were frequent references to “tidal floods of new immigrants” (MEP Bloom, Source: European Commission, Eurobarometer 393: Discrimination in the European Union in 2012, 2012.

The economic crisis, coupled with the failure to invest in essential social protection, health and education programmes, has had dire consequences on vulnerable groups, especially children, young persons, the elderly and communities vulnerable to structural disadvantages and discrimination, including migrants and ethnic and religious minorities.12

According to a report by the Council of Europe’s High Commissioner for Human Rights as well as the national Shadow Reports, human rights have been significantly eroded due to austerity policies in the different EU Member States.13

In Greece, the far-right Golden Dawn party pledged to “protect the country from an unprecedented invasion and halt the immigration problem, which is perhaps even a greater problem than the financial crisis”.15

Ruža Tomašić, a right-wing politician in Croatia, now a member of the European Parliament, stated that “Croatia is for Croats while everyone else is just a guest”.16

Immigrants are also commonly described as ‘welfare shopping’ in many EU Member States. Andreas Scheuer, Germany’s General Secretary of the Christian Social Union party, for instance, accused the European Commission of giving “free admission to the German social safety net”, predicting a serious influx of immigrants from Bulgaria and Romania.17 In the UK as well, there were frequent references to “tidal floods of new immigrants” (MEP Bloom,
UKIP) from Romania and Bulgaria. Despite the lack of evidence confirming that these immigrants become a burden on Germany’s and other EU Member States’ social welfare systems, anti-immigrant sentiment remains.

A number of politicians also use the argument to restrict immigration due to fears of possible negative impacts on employment, transport, housing, etc. The Shadow Reports of France and the Netherlands indicate that immigration policies have increasingly become more restrictive.

Not only do politicians play an important role in strengthening the security-based discourse, also the media is said to have a crucial impact on the general perception on migrants, asylum seekers, refugees and ethnic and religious minorities. For instance, in Croatia, the best-selling daily newspaper Jutarnji List portrayed asylum seekers as a threat to the inhabitants of Dugave, a neighbourhood of Zagreb which is home to an Asylum Reception Centre.

The Roma and Traveller populations are particularly targeted in public and political discourses. In Bulgaria, the nationalist party Ataka and the mainstream media portray the Roma as criminals or ‘dirty gypsies’. In Hungary, the Hungarian Daily described the Roma as animals. In Spain, the television programme ‘Palabra de Gitano’ (Gypsy talk) contributed to the further deterioration of the social image of Roma people.

In addition, the Shadow Reports note that 9/11 has had lasting ramifications and impacts on discrimination of Muslim populations in particular in the labour market. A shift in attitude is reported in the Shadow Reports of France, Luxembourg and Finland, with increased anti-Muslim sentiment and acts of racism following the terrorist attacks in New York City over ten years ago.

“The Roma and Traveller populations are particularly targeted in public and political discourses. In Bulgaria, the nationalist party Ataka and the mainstream media portray the Roma as criminals or ‘dirty gypsies’. In Hungary, the Hungarian Daily described the Roma as animals. In Spain, the television programme ‘Palabra de Gitano’ (Gypsy talk) contributed to the further deterioration of the social image of Roma people.”

Shadow Report of France

1.2 Data on discrimination in employment

Comparable and reliable data is necessary to devise equality policies that effectively address discrimination in employment and to monitor their implementation. Data should both measure inequalities and assess progress made over time in advancing towards equality of outcome. The 2012 Eurobarometer on discrimination in the EU confirms the need for such data by showing that discrimination is common in the EU Member States. The three most widely perceived grounds of discrimination are ethnic origin (56%), disability (46%) and sexual orientation (46%). Despite these results, no estimates are available on how many people experience inequality as a result of their racial or ethnic origin.

Based on the analysis of the national Shadow Reports, the collection of official data on the experience of migrants and minorities in the European labour market remains scarce in many European countries. Despite promising practices initiated by equality bodies, such as in France and in Belgium, the data collected is not disaggregated in categories that are relevant to actually measure discrimination. While most EU countries collect employment data disaggregated by country of birth or citizenship, only the UK collects and monitors data on ethnic origin. This is why comparisons between the EU Member States regarding the incidence of discrimination are made only with great caution.

18 Düvell Franck, ‘Romanian and Bulgarian migration to Britain: facts behind the fear’. Open Democracy, 28 March 2013. Available at: http://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/franck-d%C3%BCvell/romanian-and-bulgarian-migration-to-britain-facts-behind-fear
19 According to Herbert Brücker, from the Institute for Employment Research, a German research institution, Romanian and Bulgarian citizens receive social benefits less often than the average for foreigners living in Germany. ‘Immigrant’s Plight: Leaving Germany on Bus of Broken Dreams’. Spiegel Online. 9 August 2013. Available at: http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/eastern-immigrants-struggle-with-unemployment-in-germany-a-915481-2.html
The lack of equality data on the ground of ethnic origin is rooted in Europe’s history of human rights violations against minorities. Respect for privacy is very important in Europe, as is enshrined in both European data protection legislation and in cultural norms. However, the European Data Protection Directive, currently under reform, does not include a blanket prohibition of the collection of data revealing ethnic origin. The processing of personal data revealing ethnic origin is, in principle, forbidden, but there are several exceptions to this general rule in EU law, including: the data subject has given explicit consent to the processing of this data, the data is necessary for the defence of legal claims, and the data is processed by States for reasons of substantial public interest.

The processing of such data should also be conducted according to adequate standards. A large number of EU Member States have adopted a strict interpretation of the EU legislation, as reported by the Shadow Reports of France, Hungary, Spain, Luxembourg, Slovakia, Croatia, Turkey, Italy, Belgium, Poland, Greece, Ireland, the Czech Republic, Latvia, Austria, Bulgaria, the Netherlands, Finland, Lithuania, Germany and Portugal. This results in a huge data gap on the situation of ethnic and religious minorities in employment.

The two EU Equality Directives do not provide for a direct legal duty for employers to monitor the diversity of their workforce. The Employment Equality Directive, however, mentions that Member States should take “adequate measures to promote social dialogue (…) with a view to fostering equal treatment, including through the monitoring of workplace practices”.

ENAR believes that equality data is critical to identify and measure patterns of exclusion and discrimination in employment, and monitor progress (or lack thereof) achieved by different groups at various stages of their career progression.

Despite data challenges, the present report aims to join existing (and limited) statistical data with qualitative information from the national Shadow Reports in order to present a clear picture of discrimination in employment, and to offer solutions towards achieving a diverse workplace and establishing structures in society that allow equal opportunities in employment for all.

26 See Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regards to the processing and on the free movement of such data, Article 8.
28 For more information about ENAR’s project on equality data beyond employment, see: http://www.enar-eu.org/Page.asp?docid=32201&langue=EN.
Labour market data, disaggregated by ethnic origin or nationality, can provide a snapshot of inequalities in the different EU countries, but not necessarily of direct discrimination. As touched on in the introduction, data collection mechanisms that enable a comparative and reliable depiction of discrimination in different areas does not exist systematically, making it difficult to ascertain exactly who is impacted by discrimination in the labour market on grounds of ethnic origin. Nonetheless, the national Shadow Reports, combined with other sources of information, such as Eurostat data, enable a solid description of the current labour market situation in Europe as its impacts migrants and minorities.

### Employment levels

It is often presumed that migrants experience barriers in accessing the labour market, and consequently, are likely to be employed at a lower rate than nationals. This is true in several EU Member States, as shown in the table below. However, in Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania and Slovakia, the percentage of non-EU born in gainful employment surpasses the percentage of native-born employed, indicating how important non-EU migrants are to these countries’ and the EU’s economies. In countries where data is collected on persons of foreign origin (which can include both nationals and non-nationals), there is an employment gap between ‘native’ nationals and minorities.

### Percentage of employed by country of birth (EU-27, non-EU and native-born) for the EU Member States for 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>EU-27</th>
<th>Non-EU-27</th>
<th>Native-born</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

persons of foreign origin. In Belgium for instance, the employment rate is 74% for ‘natives’ (nationals born in Belgium of parents born in Belgium) and respectively 46% for persons of Latin-American origin, 44% for persons of North African origin and 40% for persons of sub-Saharan origin.\textsuperscript{29}

**Youth employment levels**

Due to the scarcity of jobs at the moment in Europe, particularly affecting youth and recent graduates, it is important to also consider the percentage of youth employment by country of birth. Here, it is evident that non-EU born persons have lower percentages of employment than both the native-born and persons born in the EU-27, except for in the Czech Republic, Croatia, Greece, Luxembourg and Malta.\textsuperscript{30}

In Cyprus, Italy, Portugal and Spain, the number of non-EU born youth in employment is higher than the native-born, but slightly less than that of youth born in the EU-27.

**Unemployment levels**

Linked to Europe’s economic situation and the scarcity of jobs, the general unemployment rate in the EU is clearly on the rise.

In line with the Eurostat statistics, all national Shadow Reports underline that migrants face higher rates of unemployment compared to the native population. In Austria, for instance, the unemployment rate for non-EU born persons is double that of the native-born population and in Finland and Belgium, it is even three times the national average. Especially low-skilled migrants and non-EU migrants face high unemployment rates. Several national

---

\textsuperscript{29} ENAR 2012/13 Shadow Report: Belgium.

\textsuperscript{30} Eurostat, Labour Force Survey, Employment rates by sex, age and country of birth (%), for the EU Member States. 2013.
Shadow Reports mention particularly high rates of unemployment affecting people of African descent and Black Europeans as well as Muslim, Turkish and North African migrants. In the UK, where ethnic data is collected, almost all ethnic minority groups have a higher proportion of their male population unemployed than their White British counterparts. This is particularly acute for men of Black backgrounds (African, Caribbean, Black Other and Mixed) who are 2.5 to 3 times more likely to be unemployed than White British men.

In the global economic crisis has further exacerbated the employment gap between minorities and migrants on the one hand, and the majority population on the other, as highlighted in the Shadow Reports of Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Turkey, Slovakia and Spain.

Social exclusion from the formal labour market has become a prevalent issue in a number of EU countries, identified as one of the main explanations for the increased activity of migrants and minorities in the informal economy.

The Roma community was hit especially hard by the economic crisis, especially when compared with the majority population. In Bulgaria, the risk of unemployment among Roma is twice as high as other ethnic groups. A study by the EU Fundamental Rights Agency showed that among eleven Member States, one out of three Roma respondents reported that they were unemployed. In addition, the unemployment rates for Roma women are on average one third higher than those of Roma men.

Youth unemployment levels
Youth unemployment rates are generally much higher than unemployment rates for all ages. From the beginning of 2009, the gap between youth and total unemployment rates increased, and in 2012 the youth unemployment rate was 2.6 times the total rate. The high unemployment rate among migrant and minority youth in Europe is even more staggering.

The rising unemployment figures among migrant and ethnic minority communities are linked to increased labour market pressure and job competition. Migrants and minorities are in a less favourable situation than the majority population: typically, they are the first to lose their jobs as a result of staffing cuts and redundancies and are less likely to be hired, with longer waiting periods before re-entering the workforce. The Shadow Reports of Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece, Spain, Italy, France and the Netherlands all remarked on this trend.

A number of national Shadow Reports also attribute the disproportional increase of unemployment among migrants and minorities during the crisis to the fact that ethnic minority and migrant workers mainly work or worked in the public sector, areas that have been most affected by the crisis, i.e. as regards redundancies and budget cuts.

African migrants in Spain are twice as likely to be unemployed as people from the majority population.

In the Netherlands, Moroccans have the highest unemployment rates.
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3. MANIFESTATIONS OF RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

Given that the current EU labour market indicators only reveal rough differences between target groups and the national average, monitoring discrimination in the labour market cannot be carried out by only looking at labour market indicators, especially since vital comparable data remains amiss. By looking at concrete examples and manifestations of racism and discrimination, this section sheds light on perceptions of discrimination in employment, the groups most vulnerable to such discrimination, discrimination in access to employment and discrimination in the workplace. It is important to note that the discriminatory patterns highlighted here are not just temporary but often persist over time, resulting in lasting disadvantages for individuals.

3.1 Perceptions of discrimination in employment

Ethnic origin remains the most widely perceived ground for discrimination in the EU (56%).

Europeans are more likely to believe discrimination is widespread in employment than in other areas of life.

39% of Europeans believe skin colour or ethnic origin would be a factor that could put job applicants at a disadvantage.

Labour market discrimination is considered as a major and widespread phenomenon, resulting in the disadvantage of certain groups throughout Europe. This is confirmed in the Shadow Reports of Belgium, Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Luxembourg, Malta, Spain and the UK. Surveys, such as the one undertaken by the survey institute CSA in France, also confirm this assessment. In CSA’s survey, 60% of those interviewed were also in support of a strong fight against discrimination. In other Member States, as reported by the Shadow Reports of Ireland, Lithuania and Turkey, people generally do not perceive discrimination in the labour market on grounds of ethnicity or nationality as a major issue. In Lithuania, for instance, labour market discrimination is neither on the political agenda nor in public discourse.

In addition, when asked if they have personally experienced discrimination during the past years, 27% of Europeans who belong to an ethnic minority group reported feeling discriminated against on grounds of ethnic origin. Figures from the 2012 Eurobarometer on Discrimination in the EU and from surveys conducted by FRA and the United National Development Programme (UNDP) (in association with the World Bank) show that Roma are particularly likely to face discrimination in employment.

In Hungary, a study demonstrated that people believe Roma to be more likely than other groups to experience discrimination with regard to hiring, firing, allocation of responsibilities at work and in dealings with policy, as well as in education.

3.2 Groups vulnerable to discrimination in employment

Five groups are identified as being most vulnerable to discrimination in employment:

1. migrants from non-EU Member States including undocumented migrants, refugees and asylum seekers
2. Muslims (and especially Muslim women)
3. Roma and Travellers
4. people of African descent and Black Europeans
5. all women with a minority or migrant background

---
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The manifestations of discrimination in employment vary depending on a number of factors, often closely linked with the national and local contexts, the population most likely to fall victim to discrimination in a given context, the education and skill-level of the individual, the degree of vulnerability of the individual as well as whether trying to access the labour market or already within the work force, among others.

Migrants, including undocumented (irregular) migrants, refugees and asylum seekers

The national Shadow Reports show clear distinctions in treatment in employment based on ethnicity, nationality and migrant legal status differentiations. With regard to nationality, it can be said that EU citizens generally tend to experience less discrimination in the labour market than third country nationals, but this also depends on the country of origin of the third country national. Some, for instance from the USA or Australia, enjoy more privileged positions due to their native English knowledge, among others. Many migrants such as asylum seekers or refugees encounter labour market restrictions as a result of their legal status or pending decisions on their residence rights.

Despite the acknowledgement that data on these groups is often lacking or difficult to obtain, the Shadow Reports of Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Turkey and Spain emphasise that irregular migrants, asylum seekers and refugees are the most vulnerable to discriminatory practices. The reasons attributed to refugees and asylum seekers being most vulnerable include lengthy administrative procedures for obtaining a legal status. The dependency of irregular migrants on their employer also makes them particularly vulnerable. In addition, in order to be supported both legally and by social security provisions, asylum seekers, refugees and irregular migrants are often obliged to obtain a work permit. To obtain a work permit is, in turn, often a very lengthy process and dependent on whether an individual has a job and is deemed most compatible for the position. Migrant women are in a particularly precarious situation in the labour market.

The Czech and Spanish Shadow Reports have identified the growing number of irregular forms of employment – as a result of the economic crisis in Europe – as having the most visible effect on the precarious situation of these migrants.

“On 17 April 2013, 35 migrant workers out of 150, most of them undocumented, were shot at and injured by farm foremen in a strawberry farm in Greece after requesting that the salaries that were owed be paid. The migrants – mainly from Bangladesh – reported that they had been working unpaid and in inhumane conditions in the strawberry fields for six months.”

Shadow Report of Greece

Roma and Travellers

Roma and Travellers are identified the most consistently across the national Shadow Reports as victims of labour
market discrimination on the ground of ethnicity. Although the size and composition of the Roma and Traveller population differ across EU Member States, they are recognised as highly discriminated against in the Shadow Reports of Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Turkey and the UK.

Moreover, Roma women are also said to suffer multiple disadvantages. They have a disproportionate share of work in the family and have limited access to day-care institutions for their children.

Muslims
Among those experiencing discrimination on the ground of religion or belief, Muslim people (and especially Muslim women) tend to experience the most severe labour market discrimination, as evidenced by the Shadow Reports of Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Turkey and the UK.

Muslim women are especially disadvantaged as a result of experiences with multiple forms of discrimination. A Muslim woman with a migrant background and who wears a headscarf is described in the German Shadow Report as a woman embodying three major obstacles, inhibiting labour market access.

Moreover, existing stereotypes reinforce negative images of Muslims as a threat to society. Muslim men are perceived as ‘backwards’ and Muslim women wearing headscarves are considered ‘oppressed’. Such imagery has been strengthened in a number of EU Member States by parties like the Golden Dawn in Greece or the True Finns in Finland, among others.

People of African descent / Black Europeans
According to the Shadow Reports of the UK, Ireland and Bulgaria, Black people experience more discrimination based on their skin colour. For instance in Ireland, the results of the Special 2010 Equality Module of the Quarterly National Household Survey showed that discrimination is most experienced by Black Africans and Ethnic Minority EU individuals.

The Shadow Reports of some other countries such as Austria or Croatia mention a ‘shift’ from discrimination against Black people to discrimination against Muslims and Muslim women wearing headscarves.

Black Africans in Ireland are seven times more likely to report discrimination in the workplace and have lower chances of employment.\footnote{44}

**Forms of discriminatory practices**
A first distinction can be made between **direct discrimination and indirect discrimination**.\footnote{45} Indirect discrimination may be exemplified by some policies that indirectly restrict access of ethnic/religious minorities and migrants in public sector employment, resulting generally in low representation of these groups in this sector. In Poland, for example, state professional exams, e.g. the state examination for lawyers or medical doctors, are held on Saturdays, which can be interpreted as a case of indirect religious discrimination since Saturday is a religious holiday for several denominations.\footnote{46}

Direct discrimination on the basis of origin occurs, for example, in the taxi industry in Ireland. A report written by the Irish Centre for Human Rights revealed severe discrimination against African taxi drivers in the Galway taxi industry. Almost all African taxi drivers are self-employed due to discrimination in employment, while 83% of Irish taxi drivers are employed by a taxi company.\footnote{47}

The national Shadow Reports also mention the occurrence of **administrative discrimination**. Administrative discrimination refers to the application of additional barriers when accessing the labour market, for instance, lengthy and opaque procedures in obtaining work permits and residence permits; reluctant employers cautious of hiring migrants because of associated fears of administrative costs and burden; the failure to recognise foreign qualifications; or ineffective and lengthy procedures linked to regularisation programmes. This is also known as structural discrimination.

### 3.3 Discrimination in accessing employment

Discriminatory practices often place migrants and minorities at a disadvantage already when they\footnote{48}
attempt to access the labour market, i.e. when they try to apply for a job. Accessing employment is identified as a major problem for certain groups of migrants and minorities in almost all the national Shadow Reports. This reality is confirmed by other European studies, such as reports by the Network of socio-economic experts in the non-discrimination field.48

According to a study carried out in Hungary, 64% of the respondents admitted having experienced discrimination when looking for a job.49

An OECD study demonstrated that migrants in Germany are less likely to find employment than Germans with the same level of education but without a migrant status or background.50

Discriminatory practices at the stage of recruitment

At the point of application, discrimination manifests itself when there are no public job postings, the selection is on the basis of names and addresses, or there is a requirement to add a picture to the letter of application.

There is a growing consensus among researchers that discrimination at the stage of recruitment can best be measured by conducting field experiments.51 Initially, these experiments were done by relying on real people who resemble each other as closely as possible in all respects, except for the variable of interest (for instance ethnic origin), to apply for the same jobs. When differences in treatment occur between the two candidates, influencing the probability of being hired, it is concluded that there is discrimination. More recently, the experimental technique has been applied by sending written resumes to vacancies, instead of using real persons, so-called correspondence tests.52 In Belgium, correspondence tests indicate that a candidate of foreign origin is more likely (6.6 percentage points) to suffer from a discriminatory disadvantage and less likely (4.5 percentage points) to benefit from a discriminatory advantage when invited to a job interview.53 Such research projects reveal that name-based discrimination at the point of application is prominent in a number of countries.

In the UK, a test commissioned by the Department for Work and Pensions found that people with minority ethnic or foreign sounding names are a third less likely to be shortlisted for jobs than people with ‘white’ sounding names.54

In the Czech Republic, a CV testing carried out by the academic institute CERGE-EI revealed that an applicant with a majority-sounding name is 75% more likely to be invited to a job interview, compared to an applicant with a Roma-sounding name.55

Some of the national Shadow Reports also mention discrimination on the basis of one’s address.

In France, applicants who live in socially disadvantaged areas, e.g. poorer suburbs of Paris or Lyon among other major cities, face discrimination when applying for a job.56

The requirement of adding a photo to the letter of application is also experienced as a form of discrimination at the stage of the job application, as reported by the Shadow Reports of Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Spain, Germany and Portugal, but is difficult to prove. This is a major obstacle in finding a job, in particular for Muslim women wearing a headscarf.

This form of discrimination on the basis of wearing religious symbols or clothing like a headscarf or a
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During the process of job application, discrimination is reported in a number of Shadow reports, e.g. Germany, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Austria, the Netherlands and Spain. When they do find a job, it is most of the time ‘behind the scenes’, because employers fear that when they carry out ‘visible’ jobs, it will cause their clients to refuse to reject their services or products.

“Qualified young Muslims are often rejected due to their appearance, e.g. beard or veil. A young Muslim woman who finished her university studies in pharmacology with the second best grade, could not find a job for three years because she did not want to take off her veil.”

Shadow Report of Spain

The requirement of certain language skills is another example of an often unjustified obstacle in recruitment policies, for instance when proficiency of the domestic/native language is required for a job in which language skills are less relevant for completing the job at hand, e.g. cleaning.

The role of recruitment agencies in access to employment

Based on the findings of the Shadow Reports of Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and the UK, recruitment agencies can play an important role in discrimination at the stage of recruitment.

In the UK, a study found that ethnic minority candidates were 15% less likely than white candidates to be offered a job by a recruitment agency, yet had the same rates of being offered a job when applying to the company directly.57

In the Netherlands, studies show that 57% of the recruitment agencies complied with a request not to introduce Moroccan, Turkish or Surinamese candidates. Moreover, on most occasions, the recruiters expressed their understanding for this request.58

Institutional policies imposing an extra barrier to access employment

According to the national Shadow Reports (including the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Spain), administrative discrimination sometimes puts an immense burden on migrants.

Integration policies in many European countries are undergoing serious budget cuts, which has a negative impact on the provision of language courses for migrants in the Netherlands, for example, as of 1 January 2013, language courses within the framework of civic integration policies are no longer offered by the Dutch municipalities. As a result, communities have resorted to organising these courses themselves.

In Luxembourg, only nationals have full access to jobs in the public sector. Although European legislation stipulates that EU nationals have the right to work in another EU country, including in the public sector, in Luxembourg, limited access to the public sector is widely acknowledged to hinder labour market opportunities for migrant workers.59

In Greece, work experience in the country is said to be a prerequisite to find a job, which imposes a barrier on migrants in accessing employment. In Ireland, it is also necessary to have work experience in the country as well as a Catholic Religious Certificate in order to get many positions.

A number of policies impose an extra barrier on migrants and minority groups in accessing employment, ranging from policies related to assimilation tests, required working experience, recruitment regulations in the public sector, the granting of work permits, language provisions, etc.

The importance of recognising foreign qualifications to access employment

In most EU Member States, foreign qualifications need to be recognised by a specific institution. The process of recognition is often very lengthy and burdensome, especially when a diploma is obtained outside the European Union. Far too frequently, the inability to have previous skills and qualifications from abroad recognised in Europe results in preventing whole populations of migrants from being able to access the labour market.

This is likewise often used to explain the situation of underemployment experienced by migrants and asylum seekers, according to the Shadow Reports of Austria, Croatia,

the Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta and Sweden. Underemployment refers to the situation in which an individual carries out a job for which he or she is overqualified.

The role of personal networks in accessing employment
The lack of personal networks is reported in the Shadow Reports of Austria, Finland, Hungary, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Turkey and the UK as a barrier for migrants and minorities to access employment. In the Shadow Reports of Luxembourg and Finland, for example, having a network is said to be very important because jobs are often not advertised and recruitment is often done by referring to family and friends.

The Austrian and Hungarian Shadow Reports also mention that existing networks of migrants and minority groups are restricted to sectors that are dominated by these groups. The lack of broad informal networks is considered as a barrier to upwards mobility and integration in the wider society.

"The lack of social capital hinders migrants' access to employment, particularly when taking into account the nature of the Maltese labour market, which is primarily centred around small companies employing less than ten persons and which often recruit informally."

Shadow Report of Malta

3.4 Discrimination in the workplace

Discrimination in the workplace, once in a particular job/occupation, is a persisting socio-political issue in EU Member States. In France, for example, 83% of the complaints received by SOS Racisme in 2012 were related to discrimination in the workplace, compared to 77% in 2011.60

Lower wages and low-paid jobs

All the national Shadow Reports allude to the fact that migrants and ethnic and religious minorities are more likely to be employed in lower-paid jobs (closely linked to problems of underemployment) and are also typically paid less than their colleagues from the majority population. This discrepancy is particularly visible among non-EU immigrants and Roma.61

The position of migrant and minority women is even more unsettling. The Italian Shadow Report, for instance, notes the additional gender wage gap that negatively affects minority women, which coupled with ethnic wage gaps, results in extremely low wages for ethnic minority women in Italy, alluding to the added complexity of multiple forms of discrimination. In other EU countries, migrant women’s wages are also often lower than those of their male counterparts. A European Union study showed that non-EU migrant women experience higher unemployment rates compared to EU-born migrant women, native-born women and migrant men.62

The Greek Labour Force Survey showed that non-EU migrants earn 25.3% less than the average native when it comes to comparing hourly wages in Greece.63

In Hungary, wages paid to Roma are lower than the Hungarian minimum wage.64

In Austria, migrants with a Turkish background earn on average 300 Euros or 20% less than their Austrian colleagues without a migrant background having the same level of qualifications, while employees from the former Yugoslavia earn 10% less.65

Occupation, sectors and quality of work

Broadly speaking, migrants and ethnic and religious minorities are more likely to be employed as unskilled workers compared with the majority population and are subsequently less likely to be employed at the higher end of the labour market.

The Shadow Reports of Italy, Malta and Poland mention that migrants and minorities often work in 3D-jobs.
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and sectors: dangerous, dirty and demeaning, which tend to be low-skilled jobs that are deemed less wanted or valued by the wider society. In addition, they are often more precarious, with insecure conditions and greater vulnerability. National Shadow Reports, in particular from the southern and eastern EU countries, note that both migrants and minorities are more likely to be employed in the informal economy than persons from the majority population. Jobs in the informal economy are often seasonal, as is the case for construction and agricultural sector jobs. As a consequence, they are without formal contracts, social rights, social insurance protection and social security, and the health and safety of workers is often put at risk. Women are often heavily concentrated in female-dominated occupations, such as catering, domestic work, manufacturing industries like textile and clothing, and healthcare occupations. Many Roma in Europe work in the informal sector, and a number of national Shadow Reports (from Bulgaria, Turkey and Slovakia) also mention the seasonal character of Roma employment.

According to the Irish and Italian Shadow Reports, self-employment among foreign workers has increased as a result of the economic and financial crisis. The Irish Shadow Report notes that people of African descent, who experience discrimination in accessing employment, increasingly consider working for themselves, many of whom do, as taxi drivers. According to the UK Shadow Report, the high rates of self-employment among ethnic minorities, coupled with high unemployment, inactivity and low pay, suggests that minorities have difficulty accessing the UK labour market.

In Italy, 34% of foreigners are employed as unskilled workers compared with 8% of the majority population. Lack of career prospects / glass ceiling effect

In 10 out of the 23 national Shadow Reports, the lack of career prospects is highlighted as a form of structural discrimination in employment which prevents ethnic minorities and migrants from climbing the career ladder or reaching their full potential. This is often referred to as the glass ceiling effect, which is described as the result of "barriers based on attitudes and patterns that prevent qualified individuals from advancing upward in their organisation into management-level positions".

In the Czech Republic, respondents of a recent survey stated that they had been denied promotion with the explanation "that it is not yet time for a black person to work in a management position".

In Bulgaria, a study conducted by the Open Society Institute revealed that few of the respondents agreed upon having a migrant or an individual with a minority background on the management team of the company they work for.

Difficult working conditions

Discrimination in the workplace often crystallises in difficult working conditions. Moreover, such precarious working conditions often violate health and safety regulations.

In addition, in some jobs, language restrictions are applied, preventing any language being spoken other than the national language in the workplace, including even during the work break. This is reported in the Shadow Reports of Ireland, Austria, Portugal, Turkey and Lithuania.

A consequence of the economic crisis is evident in the increase in inhumane treatment of migrant workers. Unfortunately, high unemployment often results in weakening workers' bargaining power and lowering their labour rights. This in turn leads to the increased likelihood of worker vulnerability, especially considering growing demand for cheap labour, coupled with deteriorating economic conditions and fewer public authorities available to conduct labour inspections or offer supportive protection services.

In Turkey, Kurds carry out seasonal work in the agricultural sector commonly have to work from 12 to 14 hours a day and the working and living conditions are very poor, especially with regard to housing and health.

A survey in Ireland demonstrated that over a quarter of interviewed migrant care workers were not allowed to speak their native language during work time, not even during a personal break.

Harassment

Migrants and ethnic and religious minorities are often victims of harassment and bullying by co-workers or employers. In most cases, according to several national
Shadow Reports, neither the managers nor the victim complaints officer intervenes. The latter often fails to intervene out of fear of losing her/his job. Instead, victims are more likely to file reports outside the workplace. In Austria, for example, cases of harassment are frequently reported to a competent NGO and the Ombudsman for Equal Treatment. Among recurring expressions of harassment are jokes, insulting remarks, degrading treatment by the employer, or racist speech.

In some cases, organisational cultures legitimise hostile working environments targeting those who do not fit the average norm, as mentioned by, for example, the UK Shadow Report. In particular in the case of migrants, behaviours ranging from misunderstandings to harassment are unmediated or unchallenged by colleagues or employers.

“In a case that was tackled by the Equal Treatment Commission, a man had been harassed by two of his colleagues who repeatedly called him ‘nigger’ and ‘scum-nigger’. When he turned to the shift supervisor, the supervisor transferred him to another group but then took back the transfer after a couple of hours. During a talk with the production manager, the manager praised his motivation and ensured his support but said it would not possible to change shifts. After working in his old group for another month without incidents, he was called to the office of the production manager where he was told that it had been decided to terminate the work relationship.”

Shadow Report of Austria

Religious symbols and dietary needs

Muslim (women) in particular experience discrimination in the workplace. They experience hostility when employers or colleagues make derogative or humiliating comments about their religion or appearance, in addition to requirements not to reveal their religious identity to colleagues or costumers. ENAR’s 2011/12 Shadow Report on Racism in Europe, which included a focus on Islamophobia, highlighted that Muslim women face double discrimination on the basis of both their religion and their gender, in particular in employment. Amnesty International’s report on discrimination against Muslims in Europe also concluded that “restrictive dress-code policies and legislation are enforced in, for example, Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland. Muslims, and especially Muslim women, who express their cultural or religious background by wearing specific forms of dress or symbols have been denied employment or excluded from classrooms.”

Besides discrimination based on wearing religious symbols, organisational cultures can make people feel isolated or disadvantaged. For instance and with regard to Muslims, the national Shadow Reports mention that they are not given time to pray, that the workplace lacks accommodation for religious practices, and that they are forced to lunch during Ramadan.

Institutional policies resulting in unequal treatment in the workplace

According to the national Shadow Reports, data on institutional policies resulting in unequal treatment is largely lacking. The little evidence provided by the national Shadow Reports shows that a number of objective criteria negatively affect minorities and migrants.

In Ireland, those without a Catholic Religious Certificate become ‘outsiders’ and are more vulnerable to discrimination in the workplace.”

Abusive dismissal

Migrants and ethnic minorities seem to suffer disproportionately from abusive dismissal practices, as reported by the Shadow Reports of Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia and the UK.

In the Netherlands, a report published by the local anti-discrimination bureau in 2012 showed that more than 7% of the received complaints related to discrimination in the labour market in 2011 deal with abusive or threatened dismissal practices. A Polish study on threatening dismissal practices concluded that in many cases migrant workers are forced to work overtime under the threat of dismissal.

“Despite the fact that there are objectives of uniformity and hygiene, we have cases where the management has asked a Muslim worker to remove her veil, on the grounds that it is in contradiction with the uniform.”

Shadow Report of Austria

“...the production manager of the Sant Camil Hospital, a nurse of Moroccan nationality had worked.”

Shadow Report of Spain

“A woman of Moroccan nationality who worked as a nurse in the Sant Camil Hospital experienced constant rejection by her colleagues and was obliged to remove her veil. Official sources of the hospital denied the existence of a special policy for the prohibition of the veil and they referred to the requisites of uniformity and hygiene as a justification.”

Shadow Report of Spain
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4. Tackling the Challenges

4.1 Legal framework

The European Union has a legislative framework to combat racial discrimination in employment: the EU Racial Equality Directive and the Employment Equality Directive. The Employment Equality Directive establishes a general framework for equal treatment of individuals in the European Union, regardless of religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation, as regards access to employment or occupation, vocational training and membership in employer and employee organisations. The Racial Equality Directive offers legal protection against discrimination on the grounds of race or ethnic origin in employment, education, social security, health care and access to goods and services.

According to the national Shadow Reports, a number of EU Member States’ legislative provisions comply with standards within the Equality Directives. The French Shadow Report, for example, indicates that the transposition of EU Directives in the early 2000s strengthened the French legal framework and enabled full implementation of the French anti-discrimination law. Other countries that amended their national legal framework in order to comply with the EU Directives are Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, the Netherlands and the UK.

However, a number of gaps in the legal framework are identified in the national Shadow Reports, including the limited mandate of the equality body, distinctions made between the private and public sectors, problems regarding law enforcement and implementation, lack of awareness about existing laws, problems regarding transparency of the legal framework and judicial procedures, and an ineffectiveness of the system to issue sanctions.

In addition, there is no common legal duty for employers to accommodate cultural and religious diversity in EU anti-discrimination legislation. The Employment Equality Directive provides for the duty of reasonable accommodation only on the ground of disability. But it could be possible to build on the reasonable accommodation provision for persons with disabilities, contained in the Employment Equality Directive, in order to address religious discrimination. In this regard, a reasonable accommodation is any modification or adjustment to a job or the work environment that will enable a qualified applicant or employee, with a cultural or religious background that is different from the majority population, to participate in the application process or to perform essential job functions on an equal basis with others, unless such measures would impose a disproportionate burden on the employer. However, efforts to foster reasonable accommodation of cultural and religious diversity have been slow to come.

4.2 Public policies

None of the reviewed countries have adopted a comprehensive national strategy on discrimination in employment although some national policies might indirectly tackle discrimination in employment or focus on specific groups (e.g. the Roma).

79 This section is based on data provided in the national Shadow Reports. For more and comprehensive information on the legal transposition of EU Directives in EU Member States and the legal framework addressing discrimination in employment in the EU Member States, refer to the European Network of Legal Experts in the Non-Discrimination Field: http://www.non-discrimination.net/.


81 The deadline for transposition in ‘old’ Member States (including Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia) was May 2004; for Romania and Bulgaria it was on 1 January 2007.

In a number of countries, employment is part of the national action plan against racism and discrimination or action plan for the inclusion of minorities. In Croatia, the Plan of Admission of the Members of National Minorities into State Services for the Period 2011/2014 states that 802 members of national minority groups, including Roma and Serbs, are to be employed by 2014. However, the implementation of this policy has been far from successful, according to both the government’s report and civil society assessment.\(^\text{83}\) In Spain, the 2011 Comprehensive Strategy against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Forms of Intolerance set up multiple objectives and measures to guarantee equal treatment in employment. It prohibits any limitations, segregation or exclusion on any ground in access to employment, training, labour conditions or dismissal. It also promotes monitoring and reporting mechanisms of racist and xenophobic attitudes in the field of employment. The strategy’s implementation however, has been compromised by the economic crisis.\(^\text{84}\)

Some countries have adopted national strategies for Roma integration that cover employment. In 2012, following a call by the European Commission,\(^\text{85}\) all Member States presented a National Roma Integration Strategy or a corresponding set of policy measures within their broader inclusion policies. One of the four key goals included in these policies is a reduction in the employment gap between Roma and the rest of the population. The National Roma Integration Strategies can include, for example, vocational training and labour education courses. For instance, the Strategy in Hungary aims to encourage placement in the open labour market, transitional employment and public work programmes.\(^\text{86}\)

A 2012 study produced by the European Roma Policy Coalition, under the rotating chairmanship of ENAR, revealed that many of the national strategies were deeply flawed, reflecting a complete lack of political will to support Roma inclusion. The study criticised the lack of attention governments gave to the National Roma Integration Strategies, both in their design and implementation, obvious by the lack of specific targets, evaluation and monitoring mechanisms, budget setting, or assignment of responsible authorities/contacts. The strategies therefore need to be improved to make a real difference in the lives of Roma by 2020.\(^\text{87}\) The European Commission also assessed the National Roma Integration Strategies in May 2012 and concluded that insufficient progress had been made.

On a more positive note, regional and local authorities have developed targeted initiatives related to promoting diversity or combating discrimination in employment. For instance, the Brussels region introduced the ‘Diversity Charter’ in 2005. By signing the Diversity Charter, a company, non-profit organisation or public service makes five commitments, from promoting the principle of non-discrimination in its human resource management to introducing a diversity plan with concrete actions to promote diversity.\(^\text{88}\) However, the ‘Diversity Charter’ is not legally binding for employers.\(^\text{89}\) In France, in each department, the Joint Committee on Equal Opportunities (COPEC) fosters dialogue between companies, social partners, local authorities and other key actors in the field of employment in order to fight discrimination and promote diversity.\(^\text{90}\) In Ireland, the South Dublin County Council put in place a scheme in 2005 designed to prepare promising candidates for the Clerical Officer competitions. The project has made a considerable impact on tackling unemployment in the Traveller community.\(^\text{91}\) In the UK, the London Borough of Tower Hamlets commissioned research in 2012 to identify barriers to employment for Bangladeshi and Somali women in the borough, designed employability interventions and worked with NGOs to help these women enter the workforce.\(^\text{92}\)

Migration policies tend to focus on migrants’ participation in the labour market rather than on discrimination and racism faced by migrants. This is the case in Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland, Lithuania, Slovakia and the Netherlands. For instance, in Ireland, there are policies implemented for fast tracking the naturalisation process and for the lifting of work permit restrictions specifically for Bulgarian and Romanian migrants.\(^\text{93}\) In Bulgaria, a policy is designed to improve refugees’ access to the labour market and in the Netherlands there is an action plan for functional illiteracy which aims to improve the participation of vulnerable groups (including non-western migrants) in the labour market.\(^\text{94}\) At the regional level in Italy, the Region

---

85 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, National Roma Integration Strategies: a first step in the implementation of the EU Framework, COM/2012/0216. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52012DC0226:en:NOT.
88 See http://www.diversite.irisnet.be/-Pret-pour-plus-de-diversite-dans-.html.
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of Puglia has introduced measures to counter exploitation, undeclared work and forced labour in the countryside, including against migrant workers.

A critical assessment of this utilitarian approach to migration is that politicians appear less concerned about labour market discrimination and racism than about developing a migration policy that attracts only those people deemed beneficial to the receiving society, i.e. to the overall economic development of their country. Migrants and minority groups are considered as second class citizens, necessary entities for carrying out the jobs that nationals do not want to carry out.

Assessment of public policies to combat discrimination in employment reveals that, when national strategies exist, they often remain unimplemented because of:

- limited budget allocated to the implementation of the policies
- temporary nature of the strategies
- lack of adequate monitoring mechanisms
- absence of equality data to measure progress
- lack of political will to effectively combat discrimination in employment

### 4.3 Access to effective remedies

**Judicial remedies**

Depending on the facts and circumstances of the case, the most common judicial remedies are civil, administrative and criminal proceedings. However, the lack of judicial data on non-discrimination court cases, judgments and remedies hinders the capacity to analyse the implementation of the Employment Equality Directive. Many States do not keep data on discrimination complaints or do not disaggregate judicial statistics by nature of complaint. Very often, civil proceedings in cases of discrimination are not labelled as such, and it is therefore very difficult to keep track of these cases in databases, without going through jurisprudence analyses. Indeed, some national Shadow Reports remark that very few cases regarding discrimination in general are brought before court, and even fewer concerning discrimination in employment on the grounds of race, ethnic origin, or religion/belief. For instance, in Greece, no court complaint on discrimination on the ground of origin or religion in employment was filed in the last three years.

In Ireland, where data is available, race continued to be the most frequently cited ground in complaints on employment and pensions before the Equality Tribunal, although this category has fallen sharply, with 137 cases referred in 2011 and 259 in 2010. Overtime though, the chart on page 27 shows that in the early years of the Tribunal there were relatively few cases on the race ground, while it is now the single most common ground of discrimination invoked by complainants, although most of the cases have been unsuccessful.

In the UK, in the 2011/12 period, 4,800 cases were brought on the grounds of race discrimination (1.4% of the total) before employment tribunals, which represents a decrease from previous years (5,000 claims in 2010/11 and 5,700 in 2009/10). Cases of discrimination on grounds of religion or belief accounted for 940 of the cases accepted in 2011/12 (0.03% of the total), as compared with 880 in 2010/11 and 1000 in 2009/10.

The low volume of cases concerning discrimination in employment relates to the fact that there are numerous obstacles for migrants and minority groups to seek legal help. Most frequently mentioned in the national Shadow Reports is the difficulty for the complainant to prove discrimination. To counter this difficulty, the EU Employment Equality Directive foresees a reversal of the burden of proof. If the plaintiff claims facts from which it can be presumed that there has been direct or indirect discrimination, the defendant must then prove that there has been no breach of the principle of equal treatment. Unfortunately, even though the objective of the reversal of the burden of proof is to allow victims of discrimination a real opportunity to defend their rights before a court, it is still extremely difficult to actually prove discrimination.

---


Relevant case-law with regard to discrimination in employment based on ethnic origin:

- In the Irish case Vaicikauskas & Anor,\(^{100}\) the dismissal of the entire non-Irish workforce was found to be discrimination, and each complainant was awarded €2,500 in 2010.

- In the UK, a large compensation was awarded in 2012 to a Black British citizen who was illegally dismissed from a management position in the Central Manchester University National Health Service Foundation Trust.\(^{101}\)

- In the Netherlands, criminal law was applied in 2010 in a case where three store managers and one HR official of a supermarket chain took the decision not to appoint any employee of Moroccan origin in stores located in railway stations. The public prosecutor required a €750 fine and an additional conditional fine.\(^ {102}\)

Relevant case-law with regard to discrimination in employment based on religion:

- In Ireland, it was found that the retraction of an offer of a permanent teaching post at a national school had been influenced by the complainant not having a Catholic Religious Certificate – she was awarded €12,697 for discrimination on the ground of religion.\(^ {103}\)

- The Belgium highest administrative court (Conseil d’Etat) upheld the prohibition on wearing religious symbols for school teachers by a 27 March 2013 judgment concerning an internal regulation of the City Council of Charleroi.\(^ {104}\)

- In France, in one highly publicised case (known as the Baby Loup case), a social worker in a day-care centre for children was dismissed when she started wearing the Islamic veil. Quashing the lower courts’ decisions, the Supreme Court decided that the principle of secularity “cannot be invoked by a private employer to hinder the protection against discrimination on the ground of religion afforded to employees of the private sector who are not in the position of managing a public service”.\(^ {105}\) However, the Paris Court of Appeal has since ruled the sacking legal.\(^ {106}\) The complainant is likely to appeal to the Supreme Court again.

- In Germany, the rejection of an application based on the wearing of a headscarf was considered unlawful by the Berlin Labour Court. The case was brought by a Muslim woman who had applied for vocational training at a dentist’s practice. The dentist found her suitable for the position but objected to her wearing a headscarf. The Berlin Labour Court ruled that the fact that the applicant was disqualified after she refused to remove her headscarf during working hours amounted to discrimination on grounds of religion.\(^ {107}\)

100 Equality Tribunal, Vaicikauskas & Anor v Ashfield Builders Ltd, DEC-E2010-156.
A commonly used method to prove discrimination in employment is the use of witnesses. However, there are considerable obstacles and problems concerning this practice.

“In many cases it is difficult to find witnesses wanting to give evidence before court, especially if they still work in the company and have to testify against their employer. More often than not, the complaint is not able to prove discrimination through the use of witnesses.”

Shadow Report of Austria

An alternative approach to prove discrimination is ‘situation testing’, an artificial reproduction of a situation that could lead to discrimination to assess how an allegedly discriminatory organisation/individual would react. Testing was first used by NGOs and has now become admissible as proof of discrimination in court.108

“In Lithuania, the situation testing method was successfully used to prove that discrimination against a Roma women occurred during her recruitment in a café. A Lithuanian woman of a similar age as the complainant was sent to the café a few hours after the Roma woman had been told that the place was no longer vacant. The Lithuanian woman was immediately accepted. The results from the situation testing were approved and later used in court to successfully challenge discriminatory behaviour.”

Shadow Report of Lithuania

Other barriers to access to justice include:

- **Lack of trust in the judicial system**: Some migrants and people from minority groups who are victims of discrimination do not always trust the fact that judicial institutions would provide redress. A FRA report also highlights the frequent disadvantage of complainants against their employer, who can afford stronger legal representation. The report also provides evidence that judges often “lack knowledge about equal treatment legislation”.109

- **Lack of awareness of legal provisions**: Migrants and minorities often lack information and knowledge about the institutions and legal provisions that can help them in case they feel discriminated in the field of employment. The complexity and opacity of complaint mechanisms are also a deterrent for victims when reporting discrimination. The results of the 2012 Special Eurobarometer show that not even four in ten Europeans (37%) would know their rights should they fall victim to discrimination or harassment.110

- **Length of proceedings**: The length of some non-discrimination proceedings might deter discrimination victims to seek redress.

- **Financial barriers**: Court cases are usually associated with costly procedures. There is not always affordable legal aid and the complainant sometimes has to pay the defendants’ legal costs in case he/she loses.

---


110 European Commission. 2012.
Fear of victimisation: The protection of complainants against victimisation—adverse treatment or consequences—is another problematic issue in employment cases.

“In February 2013, a Sikh bus driver, Gill, was prohibited from wearing his turban, arguing that it was not part of his work wear, and that it would upset some passengers. Gill argued that no passenger or his work colleagues had complained. Gill appealed to the Office of the Ombudsman for Minorities. In late June, the Southern Finland Regional State Administrative Agency ruled that the bus company’s ban on wearing the turban was discriminatory, because it placed the plaintiff in an unfavourable position due to his religion. The agency ordered the bus company to redress the problem by September. Afraid of victimisation or losing his job, Gill announced that he would not wear the turban, after all.”

Shadow Report of Finland

Non-judicial remedies
There are considerable differences between EU countries in the way non-judicial remedies for discrimination in employment cases operate. While in some countries the labour inspectorate is responsible for discrimination in employment, in other countries this is solely the task of the equality body. Civil society initiatives attempt to fill the gaps in countries, where ombudsman institutions or equality bodies are not sufficient.

Ombudsman institutions or equality bodies
As required by the EU Race Directive, Member States had to designate a body to promote equal treatment on the grounds of racial or ethnic origin. In most Member States, these institutions have been established. All equality bodies, apart from Denmark, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain and Finland, also cover the ground of religion. A majority of equality bodies are competent to handle individual complaints and provide free legal recommendations and assistance.

The EU Race Directive does not set up any criteria for the institutional framework of equality bodies or ombudsman institutions in order to fulfil their tasks in an independent and effective manner. Therefore, institutions vary in terms of their resources, powers, independence, competency and effectiveness. For example, in around one third of Member States, equality bodies may themselves initiate court proceedings either in the victim’s and/or their own name. However, even for those Member States who have this mandate, their ability to initiate legal action requires adequate financial and staffing capacity.

Even though in most EU Member States the ombudsman and equality bodies play a prominent role in discrimination in the field of employment, one of the main concerns regarding the functioning of these institutions concerns their independence.

In Bulgaria, commissioners are allegedly chosen mainly on the basis of their political views rather than their professional credentials. Other concerns include the restriction of financial resources for the ombudsman institutions and equality bodies (e.g. in Austria, Spain, Luxembourg and Italy) and their lack of visibility among the general public (e.g. in Malta and France). The lack of visibility of these institutions is also evidenced by research published by the European Union Fundamental Rights Agency in 2010. An overwhelming majority of respondents with an immigrant or ethnic minority background in all 27 EU Member States could not think of a single organisation that could support victims of discrimination as shown in the chart on page 29.

Despite the fact that recommendations by the equality body or ombudsman are in most countries not legally binding, most people follow them. In Hungary, as an exception, the decisions of the equality body are legally binding and may be made public.

In Hungary, a Roma applicant was rejected when he applied for a job as a security guard. The applicant asked about the job in person several times and met all the criteria. He saw that other applicants were hired for the same position while his application was repeatedly rejected. The Authority ruled that direct discrimination on the basis of ethnicity had occurred and fined the shop HUF 1.5 million (approximately €5,000). Countries that keep data on the nature of discrimination complaints state that only a small proportion of the


complaints related to discrimination in the field of employment. For instance, the Ombudsman in the Czech Republic received in the reporting period 215 complaints about discrimination in general, of which 8 fell under employment and work administration. Some argue that the reason why such a small percentage of complaints are employment-related is that people fear losing their jobs (this is mentioned in the Shadow Reports of Finland and Spain).

Awareness of any organisation that can support people who have been discriminated against (% of all respondents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No 80%</th>
<th>Don’t know 3%</th>
<th>Yes 16%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Mediation or conciliation

Mediation or conciliation is also available in some countries and could provide a good alternative in cases where victims fear being victimised or are looking for flexible solutions to their cases. The Shadow Reports of Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Finland, Ireland, Germany, Luxembourg, Croatia, Lithuania, Slovenia, France and the UK mention that mediation is available as a service in all types of proceedings. Victims of discrimination are often encouraged to settle their claims out of court by using mediation.

Mediation contributes to some extent to limiting the caselaw on discrimination and awareness of discrimination in society, as mediation and out-of-court settlements are usually not made public.115 The number of actual discrimination cases in the labour market can therefore be estimated much higher than the official reported number.116

115 In Germany for instance, trade unions can intervene in cases of bullying or discrimination in the workplace and provide a framework to negotiate an agreement. Those complaints however are not public.

In the Czech Republic, court proceedings are perceived as a last option in discrimination cases and mediation or out-of-court settlements are more common (approximately three quarters of discrimination disputes on all grounds and in all fields are settled out of the court).117

In Belgium, public bodies in charge of vocational training have established mediation services. However, the equality body reports that they are not always aware of anti-discrimination legislation.118

Labour inspectorates

Labour inspectorates are responsible for the general application of labour law and do not always have particular expertise in matters pertaining to racial discrimination.119 Nevertheless, in some Member States labour inspectorates have made positive progress towards reaching their full potential in combating discrimination.120

However, lack of awareness of non-discrimination legislation and of activities in the field of discrimination is still commonplace among national labour inspection systems. For instance, in Poland, the protection of immigrant workers is almost completely absent.121 Similarly, in Slovakia, the labour inspectorate’s 2012 annual report reveals the lack of experience of inspectors in assessing whether motions received are cases of discrimination.122

The labour administration in Belgium has set up a unit to advise and train labour inspectors on discrimination issues.123

In the Netherlands, the labour inspectorate has paid increasing attention to the exploitation of migrants.124

4.4 Civil society initiatives

Trade unions

There are considerable differences in the role played by trade unions in combating racism and discrimination in employment at the national level.

120 This is not only evident from the national reports but also described in a report by the International Labour Office, Work in Freedom: Discrimination at Work in Europe. Available at: http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---declaration/documents/publication/wcms_decl_fs_90_en.pdf.
121 ENAR 2012/13 Shadow Report: Poland.
123 Ibid.
Best practices mentioned in the national reports include:

- initiatives to raise awareness regarding discrimination and racism in employment
- training for union members on discrimination
- adoption of diversity policies in the frame of social dialogue
- initiatives focusing on migrants
- cooperation between trade unions and NGOs

Despite the significant role of trade unions in most countries, unfortunately there are some concerns in other countries. In the Netherlands and Malta, none of the trade unions have initiatives related to racial discrimination. Similarly, in Finland, Poland, Lithuania and the Czech Republic, the level of involvement of trade unions in the field of discrimination is low. An ongoing concern is that trade unions do not always share the interests of migrants and minorities, as these groups are members of trade unions only to a certain extent.  

Most of the good practice reported in national Shadow Reports does not cover discrimination on the ground of religion. In a 2010 report, the European Commission surveyed trade unions in 34 European countries and found that the majority of anti-discrimination trade union initiatives at national level related to the grounds of ethnic origin while very few covered religion.

Non-Governmental Organisations’ activities

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) play a valuable role in promoting equality in the field of employment. In all EU countries there is one or more NGO focusing on combating racism and discrimination. The extent to which they pay specific attention towards the field of employment differs, however, between countries and between NGOs. Many NGOs conduct awareness raising campaigns on discrimination, including in employment, and also focus on the integration of migrants in the labour market. With regard to ethnic and religious minorities, various NGO activities focus on specific minority groups, such as the Roma population or the Muslim population. Campaigns either target the negative stereotypes people have of these groups, or aim to help these individuals access work.

In the UK, the Employability Forum works in partnership with other organisations and agencies to get refugees back into their professional careers. REACHE (Refugee and Asylum Seekers Centre for Healthcare Professionals Education) Northwest, is one of the organisations which formed part of their healthcare professionals programme. REACHE works to help refugee healthcare professionals transition back into their fields in the UK. REACHE has helped 196 Refugee Healthcare Professionals back to their professions in the UK.

In the Czech Republic, the project ‘The Support of Muslim Women’ aims to support disadvantaged and vulnerable Muslim women in accessing the labour

---

127 European Commission, Trade union practices on anti-discrimination and diversity. 2010.
Participants are involved in many educational activities, such as language courses, requalification courses and training workshops.  

**Employers’ organisations**

Examples of good practices by employers’ organisations in combating racism and discrimination in the field of employment are scarce.

The Diversity Charter consists of a short document voluntarily signed by companies, organisations and public institutions, and outlines the measures they will undertake to promote diversity and equal opportunities in the workplace, regardless of race or ethnic origin, sexual orientation, gender, age, disability or religion. Usually the Diversity Charter is initiated and promoted by employers’ organisations, although in some countries the initiative is taken by NGOs, individual employers, or other civil society initiatives. Despite possible resistance when implementing the Diversity Charter, it is perceived as a success. A study in 2005 by the European Business Test Panel revealed that the majority of companies (83%) agree that diversity initiatives have a positive impact on their business. On the website of the French Diversity Charter, it is mentioned that it helps in: legal compliance and protection from damage to their reputation; showing their commitment as a socially responsible company; optimising their human resources management; and improving their financial performance.

Beyond the charters, promising practices include mentoring schemes. In addition, in Bulgaria, employer organisations are reportedly active in social dialogue concerning racial and ethnic discrimination. For example, they participate in the development and implementation of migrant and integration policies and are engaged in discussions relating to unemployment and low wages for migrants and national minorities.

In Austria, the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber launched the project ‘Mentoring for Migrants’. Over a period of six months, skilled migrants who are unemployed or overqualified were tutored by a person who is well integrated in the Austrian economy. This project equipped migrants with social capital to help them in the development of a career plan and the establishment of contacts. Numerous mentees have gained a foothold on the Austrian labour market as a result.

**Individual employers’ initiatives**

Generally, individual employers are rather reserved in combating racism and discrimination in employment, especially in southern and eastern EU countries. Diversity management is the most popular initiative and in a number of countries the implementation of diversity management is successful. Different examples of diversity management can be found in the Shadow Reports of Ireland, Austria, Finland, the Netherlands, Spain, Luxembourg, Croatia, France and the UK.

Measures to promote diversity and diversity management in the workplace aim to create awareness and shift organisational culture. As the Special Eurobarometer 2012 results show, Europeans strongly support measures to promote and foster diversity in the workplace. 79% of Europeans are in favour of training employees and employers on diversity issues.

In Ireland, ‘Dublin Bus’ has put in place a comprehensive Diversity and Equality Strategy. Dublin Bus employs individuals from 64 different countries of origin, comprising over 16% of their workforce. The company has, among other things, placed a map of the world in all depots in order to raise awareness of the country of origin of fellow workers, displayed anti-racism posters on all buses and created an education support scheme to eliminate skills mismatches.

U.S. Steel Košice, a steel mill based in the Eastern Slovak town of Košice, has a project entitled ‘Equality of Opportunities’ which furthers the employment of Roma in the city. District council chairmen, in cooperation with community workers, scout the local Romani population to find suitable job seekers. The project was launched in 2002 and has employed about 150 Roma to date.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Racism and related discrimination in employment are a reality in the lives of migrants and ethnic/religious minorities in Europe. Their extent and manifestations are often unknown and undocumented, especially in official data sources. As a consequence, it can be difficult to analyse the situation and develop solutions. Even when there is extensive official data on the employment situation of minorities, it often only reveals rough differences between target groups and the national average. Monitoring discrimination in the labour market can therefore not be limited to looking at labour market indicators. NGOs offer a vital alternative data source since they reveal ‘shadow data’ which comes directly from individuals and communities experiencing racism on a daily basis. ENAR’s Shadow Reports have become a major tool for monitoring the situation of racism and discrimination in EU Member States.

Labour statistics indicate that the position of migrants in the labour market in the EU Member States is vulnerable, but not as bad as is often perceived. Due to missing statistical data about ethnicity and/or the generation of migration background, little can be said about the position of minorities in the labour market and be considered evidence-based. Yet the number of examples highlighted in the national Shadow Reports as well as the secondary data from EU institutions allude to the ongoing disadvantaged position of migrants and minorities in the European labour market. The economic and financial crisis has not only further exacerbated the employment gap between ethnic minorities and the majority population, but also increased labour market competition between these groups. It has also strengthened public perceptions of migrants and ethnic and religious minorities as a threat to society (as people who take away jobs) or as second class citizens (as people who need to carry out the jobs that nationals do not want).

Third country nationals, including undocumented migrants, refugees and asylum seekers; Roma; Muslims; people of African descent and Black Europeans; and all women with a minority or migrant background are in particular victims of discrimination in access to employment and in the labour market.

The European Union’s engagement to combat discrimination in employment is founded on a solid legal framework. However, although the EU legal framework has been transposed in EU Member States, a number of gaps still remain, largely related to effective implementation.

In all Member States there is legislation and/or policy measures covering discrimination in employment (including legislation, equality bodies). Unfortunately, they are not always as efficient as they should be. In addition, there is no comprehensive framework specifically addressing discrimination in employment. As anti-discrimination legislation is not sufficient to tackle racism and discrimination, government support is needed to tackle the problem through different sources. However, anti-discrimination is currently not at the top of the political agenda. Increasing cuts in budgets and a lack of political will continue to impede the fight against discrimination. Throughout this European Shadow Report, we have pointed to several significant societal and political developments concerning racism and discrimination in employment. Politicians, policy makers, media and employers in a number of Member States tend to contribute to further deepening existing stereotypes on migrants and ethnic and religious minorities, instead of developing effective policies and a sound and functioning justice system to combat discrimination and racism in and outside of employment.

Yet there are also numerous efforts being made by institutions and organisations to promote equality, anti-racism and anti-discrimination in the field of employment (and beyond). Thanks to the efforts made by various equality bodies, ombudsman institutions, NGOs, trade unions, employers’ organisations and individual employer initiatives, ongoing problems linked with inequality and racial discrimination in European society remain visible to the public. Furthermore, many of these organisations actively support potential victims of discrimination in employment, raise public awareness to their problems and promote diversity in employment.

Although it is comforting to have so many organisations actively fighting racism and discrimination, all initiatives taken together form a scattered landscape in which efforts are not centrally organised or monitored. The consequence is that potential victims of racism do not automatically know where to go for questions and help. This is partly linked to budgetary cuts and staff reductions. In addition, the lack of a comprehensive framework hinders efforts to fight discrimination because initiatives are subject to changes in the economy, politics and funding.

Equality bodies, ombudsman institutions and NGOs should receive enough support to continue their efforts towards putting racism and discrimination on the political agenda, collecting data on the prevalence of discrimination and racism in employment, and supporting victims of discrimination. Simultaneously, trade unions and employers should be encouraged to fight discrimination and racism in employment and receive enough resources to do so.
ENAR’s Shadow Report on racism in Europe provides a unique monitoring tool bringing together facts and developments from across Europe on racism and related discrimination. The 2012-2013 report focuses on racism and related discrimination in the field of employment and draws on 23 national Shadow Reports. It does not base itself solely on hard data but builds on the compilation of the experiences and analysis of those experiencing racism and discrimination on the ground.

The report reviews manifestations of racism and discrimination in the field of employment evident in 2012-2013 and examines how EU Member States attempt to combat these discriminatory practices through policies, legislation, non-judicial remedies and civil society initiatives.

The findings in this report indicate that despite the existence of a legal framework, discrimination in employment is still experienced as a widespread and pervasive phenomenon.

The commonalities in the experience of racism and discrimination which are evident in the report demonstrate the importance of a European approach to racism and the role of ENAR in monitoring these developments from a civil society perspective.

The European Network Against Racism (ENAR) stands up against racism and discrimination and advocates for equality and solidarity for all in Europe. We connect local and national anti-racist NGOs throughout Europe and act as an interface between our member organisations and the European institutions. We voice the concerns of ethnic and religious minorities in European and national policy debates.